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E Q 7  D e s i g n  S o f t w a r e E Q 7  D e s i g n  S o f t w a r e

DISCOVER

ELECTRIC QUILT 7 
Item #: A-007EQ • $189.95 
Complete quilt design software

Put away the pencil, paper, and calculator and start designing 
with Electric Quilt 7 -- the leading quilt design software on the 
market. With over 5,000 copyright-free blocks in the Library, 
and the ability to draw your own blocks, you have access to 
so many design possibilities. 

EQ7’s user-friendly interface is perfect for all types 
of designers—beginners to professionals. With three 
workspaces: the Quilt worktable, the Block worktable and the 
Image worktable, you can do all your designing right within 
EQ7. Best of all, you can print your patterns at any time, in 
ANY size! PLUS, fabric yardage estimates are built into the 
program. Designing couldn’t be easier!

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: 
• Windows® XP / Vista / 7 (32 or 64 bit) 
• Internet access 
• 750 MB of hard drive space 
• CD-ROM drive

RECOMMENDED: 
• Monitor with screen resolution of  
 1024 x 768 or greater 
• Adobe® Reader® 
• Sound card for demo videos 
• Netbook compatible

ACTIVATIONS: 
Internet access is required for activation, 
deactivation and periodic validation. 
Unlimited installations. Activations can 
be easily transferred between computers. 
Two (2) computers may be simultaneously 
active.

The most complete quilt design software! 
• Fully illustrated 272-page User Manual 
• 22 PDF lessons within the program 
• 10 beginner videos 
• Complete Help file accessible from  
 every dialog box 
• 5,000 copyright-free appliqué & pieced  
 blocks, motifs, and quilting stencils 
• 5,000 scanned fabrics and textures 
• 541 pre-designed layouts 
• 4,286 embroidery images

Instant Borders 
Over 290 pre-designed Auto 
Borders can add the perfect 
finishing touch to your quilt.

EQ7 QUILT WORKTABLE

Drag and Drop! 
Drag and drop blocks 
onto your quilt! New 
snapping features make 
it easy to combine blocks 
of different sizes.

Create Print or Web Images 
Export high-resolution images perfect for book or magazine 
publishers. Or export web images to post on your website or 
blog. Teachers love exporting metafiles to create easy sewing 
instructions for students.

Scan Fabric! 
Import scans of your own fabrics to use 
in your quilt designs. Or use the over 
5000 fabrics included in the program.

Print! 
Easily print fabric yardage and full-color 
pictures of your quilt (along with all the 
block patterns you could want!).

Recolor 
Try out completely new looks for your 
quilt using the Random Recolor tool.

"Got EQ7 yesterday–have been playing with it–no trouble at all to 
install–and am having a blast. Love the videos and the printable 
lessons–expect I will be designing my own stuff pretty soon! EQ7 
does a lot of the work that was hard for me (math!!) and makes it 
fun to plan a project."

Sue Legg

From screen 
to fabric!

Quilt designed  
by Susan Nelson,  
Prairie Sky Quilting
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E Q 7  D e s i g n  S o f t w a r e E Q 7  D e s i g n  S o f t w a r e

Apply Image Effects and Filters 
Add image effects and filters to your photos for 
a stylized look. Apply artistic styles, such as 
watercolor, oil painting and colored pencil. Or 
try a motion blur or embossed effect.

Draw new blocks & edit old ones 
Any block you draw, or any block from 
the Library, can be edited over and 
over again, creating new designs right 
before your eyes. No eraser needed!

Import a photo, then 
crop and colorize!

Edit Photos in EQ7 
Import your favorite photos for any type of photo 
project. Crop, rotate, and resize! Use the color 
adjustments to make black and white images, 
adjust the brightness and contrast, or colorize!

Create Mirrored Photos 
Turn everyday photos into exotic 
new images using Circular and 
Square Symmetries.

Printing on Fabric is Easy 
Use the Photo Layout to print multiple photos on one 
sheet of inkjet fabric! Resize, rotate and align your 
photos easily. Great for printing quilt labels too!

Import Fabric Scans 
Import your own fabric scans quickly and easily! Then 
save them in your own Fabric Library to use in any quilt.

Quick and easy flying geese 
Turn a simple curve into beautiful flying geese 
with the Swath tool. Simply draw your stroke, 
and EQ draws the flying geese!

Create blocks without drawing 
Draw blocks without actually drawing! Use any of 
the seven Serendipity options for creating amazing 
block designs, including fancy star and kaleidoscope 
blocks. You’ll be amazed by the results!

Turn Photos into Blocks 
Import a photo and trace—
pieced or appliqué. Use 
your new block in your quilt 
to add a personal touch!

From simple to 
amazing using 
Serendipity!

Click-and-snap grids make drawing 
your original block designs a "snap"!

EQ7 BLOCK WORKTABLE EQ7 IMAGE WORKTABLE
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B e g i n n e r  D e s i g n  S o f t w a r e

QUILT DESIGN WIZARD™ 
Item #: A-QDW05 • $29.95 • beginner-friendly quilt design software 

This beginner-friendly software has everything the new quilter or computer 
novice needs. Does Quilt Design Wizard™ replace EQ7? No, QDW is an 
inexpensive way to try quilt designing on your computer for the first time. 
Learn to make a quilt step-by-step using an easy point-and-click method. From 
simple table runners and wall quilts to large bed quilts, try out your ideas. 
Design with 200 pieced blocks (sewing instructions included!) and 3000 
fabrics. Use straight or on-point layouts and unlimited borders. (Need more 
bells and whistles, like drawing? Check out EQ7.) Download free blocks and 
fabrics each month from the QDW website (www.quiltdesignwizard.com).

DESIGN

E Q 7  D e s i g n  S o f t w a r e

Whether you prefer the traditional charm of the Log Cabin block or the 
whimsical fun of a pictorial Tractor block, you're sure to find something to 
suit your taste.

The software includes on-screen videos, a printable lesson 
manual, and an on-screen help guide making this the most 
user-friendly quilt design software around!

The help section shows you how to use the program, and 
also includes step-by-step lessons on rotary cutting, quilt 
sewing instructions, and how to care for finished quilts.

Not only can you see your quilt on-screen 
before you start to cut your fabric, but you 
can print rotary cutting charts, template 
patterns, foundation patterns, fabric yardage 
estimates, block sewing instructions, and full-
page color printouts of the quilt designs.

You'll save hours because Quilt Design 
Wizard™ does all the computing, calculating, 
and scaling. You just click print!

The above quilts are free monthly downloads from the Quilt Design 
Wizard™ website: www.quiltdesignwizard.com

ELECTRIC QUILT 7 UPGRADE 
Item #: U-06-7EQ • $89.95

EQ7 Upgrade is for owners of Electric Quilt 6 (EQ6) only. You are required 
to have your EQ6 license ID and password to install EQ7 Upgrade. EQ6 
does not need to be installed. The program and User Manual are identical 
to the full version of EQ7, but with different installation requirements.

Upgrade pricing on EQ7 is available for EQ5 owners. Contact our Sales 
Department at 1-800-356-4219 or sales@electricquilt.com for more 
information.

Print Any Time, in ANY Size 
EQ7 lets you print everything you need – fabric yardage charts, rotary cutting charts, foundation piecing patterns, 
template patterns, and full-page colored images of your blocks and quilts. Print as many patterns as you want!

EQ7 PRINTING AND HELP

Help is Everywhere in EQ7! 
• EQ7 User Manual – 272 pages of detailed  
 reference information.  
• EQ7 Help Files – special Help buttons appear  
 right where you need them to take you directly to  
 the information you seek. 
• 61 "How-To" topics cover everything from making a  
 quilt label to rotating fabric on your quilt. 
• 22 PDF Lessons – quick and easy lessons about  
 each part of the program. 
• 10 videos – beginner-based videos to help you get  
 started. 
• Dynamic Tool Help – explanations of every tool,  
 with links to more information in the Help files. 
• Tip of the Day – tips and tricks you may not know. 
• EQ website – support, clubs, lessons, classes,  
 forums and FAQ…it’s all there! 
• EQ Tech Support – write or call Tech Support for  
 quick, non-intimidating help.

*SAME EQ7 PROGRAM AT AN UPGRADE PRICE*
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Q u i l t i n g  S t e n c i l  C o l l e c t i o n s

QUILTING DESIGNS – QUILTMAKER COLLECTION, VOLS. 1-7 
$24.95 each • Each CD-ROM has over 500-800 quilting designs

Quiltmaker's Quilting Motifs book series—now available on CD-ROM! Each CD contains hundreds of Quiltmaker 
magazine's most popular quilting designs and variations, chosen by the magazine's staff. 

Print the designs at any size to precisely fit borders, blocks, and sashes for every quilt you make. Learn to use 
your printouts for tracing, pouncing and other quilt marking methods. Compatible with, but does not require, EQ7.

QUILT

QUILTMAKER COLLECTION, 
VOL. 1 Item #: A-QMKR1 

Best for: Simple Designs 
Over 550 quilting designs from the following 
categories: Abstract Look, Animals, Celtic & 
Woven, Charm Tacks, Feathers, Flowers, Food, 
Hawaiian Look, Holiday, Leaves, Southwestern 
Look, Stars & Sky, and Swirls & Waves

Q u i l t i n g  S t e n c i l  C o l l e c t i o n s

QUILTMAKER COLLECTION, 
VOL. 2 Item #: A-QMKR2

Best for: Children's Favorites 
Over 560 quilting designs from the following 
categories: 60's Look, Animals, Butterflies & 
Bugs, Celtic & Woven, Charm Tacks, Children's 
Designs, Fantasy, Feathers, Flowers, Hearts, 
Leaves, and Sky

QUILTMAKER COLLECTION, 
VOL. 3 Item #: A-QMKR3

Best for: Holiday Designs 
Over 700 quilting designs from the following 
categories: Abstract Shapes, Animals & Bugs, 
Charm Tacks, Christmas, Flowers, Food, 
Holidays, Leaves, and Sky & Water 
PLUS 10 how-to videos

QUILTMAKER COLLECTION, 
VOL. 4 Item #: A-QMKR4

Best for: Swirls & Feathers 
Over 650 quilting designs from the following 
categories: Animals, Celtic & Geometric, 
Charm Tacks, Feathers, Flowers, Hearts, 
Leaves, Stars & Sky, and Swoops & Swirls 
PLUS 10 how-to videos

QUILTMAKER COLLECTION, 
VOL. 5 Item #: A-QMKR5

Best for: Flowers & Leaves 
Over 800 quilting designs from the following 
categories: Celtic, Ribbons & Curves, 
Feathers, Flowers, Geometric, Hearts, Leaves, 
and Stars 
PLUS 10 how-to videos

QUILTMAKER COLLECTION, 
VOL. 6 Item #: A-QMKR6

Best for: Continuous Line 
Over 375 continuous line designs plus 200 
more designs from: Charm Tacks, Feathers, 
Flowers, Hearts, Leaves, Miscellaneous, 
Shapely Swirls, Southwestern, and Stars & Sky 
PLUS 10 how-to videos

QUILTMAKER COLLECTION, 
VOL. 7 Item #: A-QMKR7

Best for: Allover Designs 
Over 480 quilting designs from the following 
categories: Abstracts, Allover Designs, Critters, 
Feathers, Flowers, Hearts, Holiday, Leaves, 
and Stars & Sky 
PLUS 10 how-to videos

Link to your EQ7 and use the designs in your quilt layouts!  
Or modify the designs on the Block Worktable.

QUILT

See www.electricquilt.com for PDF files showing more examples from each volume.
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D e s i g n  S o f t w a r e F o u n d a t i o n  B l o c k  S o f t w a r e  A d d i t i o n

KALEIDOSCOPE COLLECTION 
Item #: A-KALEI • $21.95 • Sew-Fast Foundations for EQ CD-ROM  
Requires EQ5, EQ6, or EQ7 • by Andrea Bishop
Over 500 kaleidoscope-style foundation blocks!

The CD installs the blocks right into the EQ5, EQ6, or EQ7 Block Library so 
you’ll be using them in seconds. These blocks are ready to recolor and set into 
layouts in EQ5, EQ6, or EQ7. Print the patterns at any size or use them to design 
your next kaleidoscope quilt.

Kaleidoscope categories include: 
Eight-Point Stars • Pinwheels • Compasses • Triangles • Spikey • Flowers  
Stars • Basics • Striped • Traditional-Looking • Snow • Miscellaneous

Each block has 8 precisely marked units, making 
even the most complex blocks easy enough for 
beginners. Sew each unit. Join the units and the 
block is done! Or skip sections as you sew to 
simplify your unit.

COLLECT

Enlarge for medallions or group for samplers. Any 
combination works together perfectly!

BONUS: 12 fun & free lessons using the Kaleidoscope 
CD with EQ6 or EQ7. Learn to draw original 
Kaleidoscopes, and what makes them foundation-
pieceable. Includes steps for sewing your own mystery 
Kaleidoscope quilt. Find the Kaleidoscope Collection 
Lessons on www.electricquilt.com.

PLAY

AMY BUTLER SOFTWARES 
Item#: A-AMYEQ • $29.95 • CD-ROM with 22 unique & stylish projects 
Compatible with, but does not require, EQ7 
by Amy Butler 
22 stylish NEW projects for the home – quilts, pillows and bags... plus 9 
bonus projects!

Sew as designed – or customize in thousands of possible ways using the 
software's tools and virtual swatches of Amy's vibrant fabrics. There are clear, 
step-by-step sewing instructions for all skill levels. Plus an inspiration gallery.

Runs on Windows XP® / Vista®  / 7; will also run on a Macintosh® running 
Windows® plus virtualization software (such as Parallels®) 
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P r o j e c t  B o o kP r o j e c t  a n d  I n s t r u c t i o n  B o o k s

KAREN K. STONE QUILTS – BOOK 
Item #: B-STONE • $29.95 • 128 color pages • by Karen K. Stone 
Karen K. Stone’s dazzling quilts have won awards, magazine covers, and fans 
for a decade. At last, you can learn how Karen does it, and how you can too.

• Make exciting color choices for your quilts

• Chart block colors for maximum eye-appeal

• Make unexpected combinations play nicely together

• Understand what makes a successful quilt

• Find out why not every quilt needs to be finished

• Learn why you must listen to your own voice

CREATE

Includes patterns for  
these popular quilts:
• Happy Rick Rack 
• Pine Burr 
• Indian Orange Peel    A 
• Delirious 
• An Unusual Lone Star    B 
• Lady Liberty Goes to Hawaii 
• Terns & Ferns    C 
• Yardbirds Circling the Cat 
• Rattlesnake 
• Summer Star 
• Clamshells

Plus Karen’s two newest 
New York Beauty designs:
• Mississippi Wheel of Fortune   D 
• Cinco de Mayo

KAREN K. STONE QUILTS – CD-ROM 
Item #: A-STOCD • $21.95 • EQ5 Projects & Palettes CD-ROM 
Requires EQ5, EQ6, or EQ7

Patterns from Karen’s book come alive as you use the Karen K. Stone Quilts 
CD-ROM in EQ5, EQ6, or EQ7. Ten projects. (Includes all quilts above except 
Clamshells, Delirious and Summer Star.) Each project contains the quilt 
ready-made for you, with fabrics. Use blocks as they are, or modify. Enjoy 
recoloring, rearranging, rotating, and resizing. Print patterns in any size. 

Bonus: Includes Karen K. Stone Fabric Library — a scrappy assortment of 
over 1600 beautiful fabrics arranged by color. 

Quilt on cover: Cinco de Mayo Karen K. Stone

A B

DC

Requires EQ5, EQ6, or EQ7

BLENDING PHOTOS WITH FABRIC 2 – BOOK 
Item #: B-KRANZ • $29.95 • 144 color pages • by Mary Ellen Kranz 
You’ve got photos – learn to use them in your quilts! Learn all the quilt and 
computer tricks Mary Ellen teaches in her international workshops!

Learn to use Paint Shop Pro® to: 
• Turn photos into kaleidoscopes  
• Enlarge small photos to quilt size 
• Create Warhol color variations 
• Make “window-pane” photo quilts 
• “Stitch” photos into panoramas

10 quilt projects with complete  
patterns and sewing instructions.

Quilt on cover: Iris in the Middle

Learn to: 
• Choose the best digital  
 camera

• Take better pictures

• Make fabric sheets to  
 print on

DIGITAL ESSENTIALS – BOOK 
Item #: B-HANSE • $29.95 • 208 color pages • by Gloria Hansen 
Gloria Hansen is the quilt world’s acknowledged go-to person for computer 
questions. Her book answers every question you have about using the 
computer – perfect for ALL quilt makers, no matter your computer skill.

Easy steps, for both Mac & Windows versions of Photoshop®, Photoshop® 
Elements & Paint Shop Pro® make it simple to: 
Prepare your digital quilt photos for show entry • Get rid of distracting 
backgrounds in quilt photos • Make your printer color match your screen 
color • Get ready to print on fabric • Make images for your website • 
Safeguard your images and files • Understand file types and resolution • 
And much, much more!

"If you have Photoshop®, 
Photoshop® Elements or 
Paint Shop Pro® and are 
having trouble learning how 
to work with your images, 
buy this book." 

Martha Sielman  
Executive Director, Studio 
Art Quilt Associates, Inc.

Adjust and edit photos, cut out distracting backgrounds, and so much more!

LEARN

Winter Birches
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PRINT

FOUNDATION SHEETS 
Item #: P-FOUND • $7.95 • 25 (8½" x 11") sheets per package 

These are the perfect foundations for all your foundation blocks. Print right on this 
soft, nonwoven material. It runs through your inkjet or laser printer like paper. But 
unlike paper, it’s translucent. So it’s easy to see through. And it’s made of a rayon/
polyester blend that won’t dull machine needles. It tears away easily. Or leave it 
on for more stability. Because it washes beautifully, with no shrinking, it’s good for 
clothing projects as well as quilts.

Attention crafters! This is a great new texture for your scrapbook pages! Just print, let 
dry, then paste, tape, or sew it to your page!

E Q  P r i n t a b l e sE Q  P r i n t a b l e s

PRINT

PEEL & STICK FABRIC SHEETS 
Item #: P-PLSTK • $26.95 • 6 (8½" x 11") sheets per package 
Item #: P-PLS50 • $183.95 • 50 (8½" x 11") sheets per package

Great for all sorts of crafts! Print your own scans or photos, or let your kids draw their 
designs with crayons! Once you’ve cut your fabric photo or design the way you want 
it, stick it to something! Cover something! Pull it off and stick it to something else!

This is 200 thread-count fabric adhered to a plastic backing for stability. The 
fabric has an adhesive backing so it may be adhered to anything in your house, 
classroom, office, etc. It is repositionable on hard, solid surfaces. However, it is not 
repositionable on certain papers.

QUILTER'S NEWSPRINT 
Item #: P-NEWS • $7.95 • 100 (8½" x 11") sheets per package

Quilter’s Newsprint is perfect for when precision makes all the difference! Print 
quilting stencils and paper piecing patterns on any printer or copy machine without 
smearing. Sew directly over the newsprint and then tear away the paper to reveal 
clean and precise lines without creating a paper mess or pulling up thread. Or, use a 
light box to trace your favorite shapes and patterns from books and magazines.

PREMIUM COTTON LAWN Inkjet Fabric Sheets 
Item #: P-CL811 • $21.95 • 6 (8½" x 11") sheets per package 
Item #: P-CL050 • $150.95 • 50 (8½" x 11") sheets per package

We thought our regular 200 thread-count Inkjet Fabric sheets were the best and 
softest on the market. Then we found these Premium sheets! Cotton Lawn’s higher 
thread count (240 threads per inch) produces a silkier feel, and even more beautiful 
printout because the fabric texture is so fine. The warm white makes complexions 
glow. You will be amazed at how wonderful your photos look on this fabric. Use 
for those special wedding, anniversary and other memory heirloom projects that 
deserve the best.

PREMIUM COTTON SATIN Inkjet Fabric Sheets 
Item #: P-CS811 • $21.95 • 6 (8½" x 11") sheets per package 
Item #: P-CS050 • $150.95 • 50 (8½" x 11") sheets per package

Our Cotton Satin is like our Cotton Lawn, with two differences: Thread Count and 
Weave. The Premium Cotton Satin thread count is 283, so you know it prints 
beautifully. The name “Satin” describes the weave, making this smooth and 
luxurious feeling fabric slightly heavier than Cotton Lawn. Cotton Satin is perfect for 
projects needing a bit of body (think photo-printed tote bags, purses, pillows, pockets 
on wearables) that don’t need hand-quilting. Try printing small cropped photos and 
piecing them together to make "I spy" fabric.

75% rayon, 25% polyester

200 thread ct. • 100% cotton

240 thread ct. • 100% cotton

283 thread ct. • 100% cotton

200 thread ct. • 100% cotton

INKJET FABRIC SHEETS 
Item #: P-FABRC • $19.95 • 6 (8½" x 11") sheets per package 
Item #: P-FAC50 • $136.95 • 50 (8½" x 11") sheets per package 
Item #: P-FA1117 • $36.95 • 6 (11" x 17") sheets per package 
Item #: P-FA1150 • $258.50 • 50 (11" x 17") sheets per package 
Item #: P-FA1319 • $47.95 • 6 (13" x 19") sheets per package  
Item #: P-FA1350 • $333.95 • 50 (13" x 19") sheets per package 

Print sharp, photo-quality images from your computer onto these soft fabric sheets. 
Print, let dry, peel off the plastic backing and soak in cool water for 10 minutes. 
Perfect for memory quilts, fabric scrapbooks and quilt labels! Washable (gently) and 
dry cleanable. 

REGULAR INKJET FABRIC ROLL 
Item #: P-FROLL • $29.95 • 8½" x 120" roll

You don't need a roll feed option on your printer to use our 8½" x 120" roll fabric! 
Simply cut the fabric to the length you need, then print! Print sharp, photo-quality 
images from your computer onto these soft (never rubbery!) fabric sheets. You 
become a fabric designer as you scan in photos, flowers, or whatever. Then print, let 
dry, peel off the plastic backing and soak in room temperature water for 10 minutes. 
When the fabric dries, sew! 

*LIMITED QUANTITIES. WHILE SUPPLIES LAST!*

SAMPLE PACK Inkjet Fabric Sheets 
Item #: P-SAMPL • $20.95 • 8 (8½" x 11") sheets per package 
Save 30% off regular retail price!

You asked for it! Now try all 4 of our inkjet fabric sheets to see which one works best 
for your project! 

This pack includes two 8½" x 11" sheets of each our 4 inkjet fabric sheets: Regular 
Cotton, Premium Cotton Lawn, Premium Cotton Satin, and Peel & Stick Cotton.

200 thread ct. • 100% cotton
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DISCOVER

DEAR JANE 
Item #: A-DJANE • $49.95 • Design software inspired by the 
Dear Jane book by Brenda Papadakis

The Dear Jane CD is your passport to a growing quilting 
community based around the challenge of reproducing this 
extraordinary sampler quilt, made during the Civil War by  
Jane A. Stickle. 

But you don’t have to make the whole quilt! Whether you 
do remake Jane’s quilt, or use blocks from it to inspire 
your own design — table runner to king — you’ll love this 
full kit of fun. The CD includes sewing tips for each block, 
a 12-lesson workshop, an on-screen chart for tracking your 
quilt’s progress, quilt labels, block completion certificates and 
everything you need for creating your own Dear Jane Journal. 
Connect to other Dear Janers worldwide via their websites,  
an e-mail list, and by seeing 70 gorgeous completed quilts.

Color  
• Start with classic Civil War fabrics

• Choose from hundreds of real fabrics

• Or let the Magic Wand recolor your quilt 

• Or even import scans of your own fabrics

Print 
• Colored blocks and quilts  

• Foundation patterns and templates 

• Rotary cutting charts 

• Yardage estimates 

DEAR JANE 
by Brenda Papadakis 
Item #: O-DEARJ • $25.95 
160 color pages

This is the book, that started the 
craze, that inspired the CD-ROM. 
In her 1996 book, Brenda Manges 
Papadakis lovingly recreated the 
225 patterns from Jane Stickle’s 
quilt, and wrote a remarkable 
series of letters to Jane, drawing 
us into the historical context of 
Jane’s achievement. 

Dear Jane includes a user manual.

Get inspired by seeing real quilts. This “Vertical 
Jane in the 1930’s” quilt is by Marie Troyer.

Design 
• Design your quilt — traditional or contemporary

• Start with the classic 1863 Dear Jane quilt

• Or use the Quilt Wizard to design a new quilt

• Or design from scratch, choosing blocks and fabrics from  
 the Dear Jane libraries 

• All 225 block, triangle, and corner patterns are included,  
 along with 192 block variations and 125 alternate blocks 

• Unlimited horizontal and on-point layouts, unlimited  
 borders

• All blocks are compatible with EQ5, EQ6, or EQ7

SUE SPARGO: FOLK-ART DREAMS 
Item #: A-SPARG • $29.95 • CD-ROM with 16 projects and 190 blocks 
Compatible with, but does not require, EQ7 
by Sue Spargo
Sue Spargo’s folk-art imagery, melding African mystery with English charm, 
reflects her multi-cultural roots in Africa and England. Learn how to blend 
wool, cotton and embellishments, creating easy folk-art appliqué projects 
using this stand-alone software. Fuse, needle-turn, or print the designs right 
onto fabric!
• 16 projects • over 1500 design elements • sewing instructions 
• 190 blocks • dozens of quilt layouts • video interviews  
• 1300 fabrics • quilt design tools •quilt photo gallery

PLAY

MY DREAM HOUSE 
Item #: A-HOUSE • $24.95 • EQ Projects of Appliqué Patterns CD-ROM • 
Requires EQ5, EQ6, or EQ7 • by Angie Padilla
Play house with over 450 pieces to mix, match and make!

Using EQ5, EQ6, or EQ7, modify Angie’s prize-winning designs for fused or 
needle-turn appliqué in any size you prefer. Make Angie’s quilts as designed. 
Create your own pillows, tote bags, wall hangings, and quilts using her motifs. 
Quickly print Angie’s designs onto pre-treated photo fabric, cut out, fuse 
and quilt. So easy! You’re the “interior designer” for your own Dream House 
projects. 

Includes seasonal decorations — decorate your dream house for the holidays!

Left: Mercer Lane 
Above: Pin Keepers

CD includes: 
• 15 dolls 
• 32 quilts 
• 127 blocks 
• 282 motifs 
• My Dream House Block  
 Library 
• BONUS Children's Doll  
 House project on PDF

Requires EQ5, EQ6, or EQ7

Right: Greenbrier
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O r d e r  F o r mM y E Q B o u t i q u e . c o m

Item # Product name Price Quantity Total

$ $

$ $

$ $

$ $

$ $

$ $

$ $

$ $

$ $

SUBTOTAL $
ADD 7% SALES TAX  

(Ohio residents only)
$

SHIPPING (see chart) $
TOTAL $

SHIPPING RATES USA & CANADA 
Order amount USA Canada 
Up to $79.99 $8.00 $10.00 
$80.00 - $159.99 $10.00 $12.00 
$160.00 - $219.99 $12.00 $14.00 
Over $220.00 $14.00 $16.00 
*Shipping rates subject to change.

Name 

Billing address (for credit card) 

City

State/Province  Zip/Postal Code  

Country 

Shipping Address (if different from above)

Daytime phone 

Email 

 Visa        Mastercard        Discover        American Express

                         Expiration Date   

All orders must be paid with a credit card.

HOW TO ORDER
Or use the order form below and send to: 
FAX:  419-352-4332 
MAIL: The Electric Quilt Company 
 Attn: Sales Department 
 419 Gould Street, Suite 2 
 Bowling Green, OH 43402

ONLINE: www.electricquilt.com 
CALL: 1-800-356-4219 
 Monday–Friday, 9am–5pm EST

ONLINE PATTERN SHOP

MY EQ BOUTIQUE 
www.myeqboutique.com 

Online pattern shop with quilt and block patterns from 
the best designers in the industry. 

Shop, download and print your patterns at ANY size using 
the FREE My EQ Boutique software that comes with your 
first purchase. You'll find block collections and full quilt 
patterns for both beginners and advanced quilters. 

SOFTWARE SYSTEM 
REQUIREMENTS: 
• Windows® XP, Windows® Vista  
 or Windows® 7 (32 or 64 bit) 
• Internet access 
• 15 MB of available hard disk   
 space 
• Screen resolution of  
 1024 x 768 or greater 
• PDF viewer (ex. Adobe   
 Reader)

New patterns added to the shop all 
the time!

Download one design or many! The 
designs install into a FREE software 
provided with your first purchase. 

The software prints templates, 
foundation patterns or rotary cutting 
charts for blocks of ANY SIZE! Select 
a block and print!

Link to EQ7 
BONUS for EQ7-owners: All blocks downloaded from 
MyEQBoutique.com can be linked to your EQ7 for 
designing your own quilt designs! 

My EQ Boutique website

My EQ Boutique software (FREE with first purchase)

Shop Download Print

Stay Updated 
Sign up for our newsletter, view our blog and like our Facebook 
page for new product updates to the site. Learn how by visiting 
www.myeqboutique.com
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System Requirements 
See our website for detailed  

requirements for each product

HOW TO ORDER 
See order form on page 19

CALL  1-800-356-4219 
  (M-F 9-5 EST)

FAX  419-352-4332

E-MAIL sales@electricquilt.com

ONLINE www.electricquilt.com

VISIT  your local quilt shop 
 

Scan fabric yourself, download fabrics from the web, 
or get STASH — we’ve done all the work for you. Our 
STASH “instant fabric” CD has thousands of the 
latest fabrics from the hottest manufacturers. Link 
STASH to EQ6 or EQ7 — you’ll love designing with 
the new fabrics just appearing on your local quilting 
store’s shelves. The “search by color” tools help you 
color-coordinate fabrics. Click your favorite fabric —  
STASH finds fabrics to match. Then print a color 
swatch shopping list to take to your favorite quilt 
store!

A limited number of earlier STASH editions are 
available. For more information on earlier editions, 
visit our website or call 1-800-356-4219.

STASH FABRIC CD-ROM 
Item #: A-ST025 • $24.95


